ATTENTION MIDDLE SCHOOL / HIGH SCHOOL
2018 Architecture & Design Summer Camp
School Zone Institute & UNM School of Architecture + Planning

Exploring basic concepts and elements of design and architecture!
This five-day Architecture & Design program will offer a stimulating studio environment with many hands-on projects. Participants will look at various design problems in both 2D and 3D while learning ways to share ideas visually and develop solutions using new graphic/model building skills. Through our integrated, hands-on projects, students will have fun creating and experimenting with these new skills. Bring fresh ideas and join us for a week of creative summer!

What You’ll Learn

Visual Notes: How can you convey ideas visually? Let’s explore fun, effective, and artistic ways to communicate from quick sketches to a beautiful visual journal!

Hands on Design: How do you understand a 3D object or building? Let’s learn to draw plans, elevations, sections, and build a model from those drawings.

Design Elements: Look around—what do you see? Let’s investigate basic design concepts and elements by exploring light and shadow, shapes, design materials, sound, and color!

Structural Design: How does it feel to be a building? Building Structures, large and small, are like our body structure—they need strong bones and a supporting system. Let’s build a study model and test it out!

Course Information
Date: June 25-29, 2018
Course: $250 (5 classes/materials included)
Maximum 15 students per session
- Mid-School: 9:00am - 12:00pm
- High School: 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm
Location: UNM School of Architecture + Planning - GPH

Instructor: Catalina Salinas, MA Arch
(catalinasalinas27@gmail.com)

REGISTRATION FORM - PLEASE COMPLETE ALL INFORMATION - PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

NAME: __________________________________________________________

GUARDIAN: ______________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS: ______________________________________________

PHONE: _________________________________________________________

EMAIL: _________________________________________________________

Send registration form and check made payable to: SCHOOL ZONE INSTITUTE 9 Tumbleweed NW Abq. NM 87120